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Quick guide Eng.

This describes very briefly how to mount and adjust the
SControl for systems that must function for dehumidification

System 4 for unheated basement
System functions:
1 or more exhaust fan (max 25 watt in all)
Forced ventilation at too high humidity (70% RH)
Dew point control to prevent condensation
Timer function active for interval ventilation (also at night)
Since all cellars are very different, there may be a need for
individual adjustment of the operating mode.
Screw on wall
Loosen screw to
separate the SControl

In general:
Only 12 volt voltage on the system.
Power supply: 12 V 2Amp.
S1 (solar collector temperature sensor)
should be mounted in order for the
SControl to work.
Complete safety instructions can be
found in the installation guide, which
you should also read carefully.

Hang up on scerew

The SControl is fixed with one
more screw at the bottom.
The SControl must be placed in
the basement itself in order to
register the moisture
here. If this is not possible,
it can be extended with an additional external combi-sensor.

This quick guide only deals with the
simple instructions for mounting and
use of the SControl.
NOTE: Before touching the electronic
circuits inside the SControl, you must
briefly touch, for example, a water tap
or grounding device, in order to avoid
damaging certain components. You may
have little static electricity in your body,
which should be discharged first.

Position:
About 160 cm from the ground
and 2 meters or more away
from the solar air inlet valve.
At the oppossite end of the
garage in relation to the gate
or outlet valve.

Screw

Cable mounting
See photo
page 4

12 volt
in here

RED WHITE

To S1

BROWN

BLUE

Yellow
Red

Green

9-led wire from the SolarVenti contain all these
colors

Extra thin wire for signal from K2
Black wire not in use.

SControl operation

Micro key
When pressed, within 7
seconds the fan speed
can be changed by
turning the dial.
After 1 hour, the speed
returns to the fixed
setting.

Return key
Dial for options
setting

Micro key 2
Here you can quickly adjust the type of operation you want:
1) Auto
2) Turn off system
3) Moisture
4) Cooling of house
5) Timer
6) Control of temperature
Auto is the general basic setting - open to all
changes. The other options only run the program specified. For example, "Timer" runs only
clock control and nothing else until you press
"Auto" again.

OK key
confirms
Colour on dial means:
constant light
All is OK

flashes
Manuel operation
Sensor interrupted/shortcut

Too little
power

Update/upstart
runs

Do this:

Explanation:

1: Connect the SControl with 12
volts from the power supply. If
you do not have electricity in
the room, use a 12 volt battery.

The screen shows:

During the normal operation of
the SControl, the status screen is
displayed.
If no button is pressed for 2
minutes, the display light goes off.

Auto

3: When you see
you can
press here on the OK key and get
into the submenu. Do this at the
settings point. Each time you
have selected a value - press the
OK key, and the value is saved.

Here these options are shown:
Language selection, summer
time setting, clock, date, desired
mode of operation (- choose 4),

Settings

4: First select your preferred
language and confirm with the
OK key - and proceed through the
menu to set the clock etc. Under
system, select No. 4.

System 4 in general

2: To reactivate the background
light, press any key.
To switch between menu items,
turn the dial.
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Room 1
22,50C
Settings
Apparatus info
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Language
Summer time
Clock
(Moisture in basement)

a

The fans always run when it is warmer in the collector than in the room where
the SCon controller is placed. That means that it also adds heat.
The fan stops again when it is colder outside than inside.
a

The timer function i active at night: The fan will run some minutes every hour
to remove extra moisture. Please read the Textbook from SolarVenti to understand this special procedure.
Fan also starts when there is more than the allowable moisture (RH > 70%)
The fan stops again when the moisture level is brought down to the desired
level or if no improvement is achieved by driving within fx. 20 minutes. (Can
be set).
This can be expanded with several operating modes such as cooling.

Factory settings that you can change:
Factory:
Max allowed moisture in
the room:
Fan rotation:

Possibility:

70% RH
30 - 90%
High
Low stand. high max
(20% 50% 80% 100%)

Start temperature in collector:

0

5C

10 - 400C

+ differential control before start. (It must be warmer in the collector than
inside the garage. )

When set in menu for garages, the fan will automatically start at a
humidity level above 70% regardless of the temperature in the
collector. If the humidity level does not begin to fall within a few
minutes, the fan will stop again.
-

See the full description in the installation and user manual

Do you have the time and curiosity to look
more into the opportunities that the SControl
offers, you will find that there are many ways
to use a good solar air collector.
It is, for example, excellent in keeping houses
and cellars dry, fresh and free of dangerous
radon.
A SolarVenti can do much more than just
create heat. For example, the fresh air is also
cleaned of pollen and dust particles down to
5µM in size - and the filter stays clean with
the heat from the sun.
See much more at www.solarventi.dk
- A genuine Danish product
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Extra thin wire for signal from K2
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9-led wire from the SolarVenti
contain all these colors

BLACK to V1

+If you do not have electricity in the room
you can connect a 12 V battery here which can be charged by a solar cell.
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